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Benefactor
gives gift
upon death
University to receive
money next fall
BY R EX HALL JR.

Herold reporter
An anonymous donor and

Thomas Cordy/Herald
Kyle Schultheis, a junior from Evansville, Ind., listens to marketing professor Ron Milliman's answer to a question on Wednesday
after class. Many of Milliman's students know him as Dr. Ron.

Insightful
Professor overcomes blindness by trusting others and using technology
BY ABBEY BROWN

Herald reporter

TholTlllS Cordyfl/erold
MIiliman lost au vision when he was 17 - then regained it 10
years later. But after four-and-a-half years, his sight disappeared permanently.

He walks around the front of
the room with an air of confidence. The walking stick he uses
to navigate the room looks out of
place, but the ear piece that connects to his talking computer is
barely noticeable. This is Ron
Milliman - or Dr. Ron as his students call him - a marketing
professor.
Being blind may seem like a
hindrance to teaching for some,
but not for Milliman. Nothing
stops him.
" I have found ways to compensate for not being able to see
things," he said.. "I've been in
teaching for a long time and
found ways to do just about
everything."
Technology is a big part of

Milliman's classroom. He uses a
talking computer, watch, calculator and personal organizer. All of
his lectures are outlined and presented on his computer and projected to the class.
Milliman said there are even
advantages of being blind - he
doesn't have biases many other
professors have because he can't
see his students.
"I t.hinJt it is somewhat natural
to make judgments based on visual cues," he said. " I think I'm way,
way more objective. This particular aspect of my world allows me
to be extremely objective."
Jason Kosek, a senior from
Milwaukee, WlS., was impressed
when he saw his professor walk
into the classroom with a walking
stick.
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Geologist sheds light on dinosaur extinction
BY BRETT CORBIN

Herald reporter
According to geologist Walter
Alvarez, the asteroid that hit
Earth and killed off the
dinosaurs caused temperatures
that were four or five times
greater than the heat on the sun.
The conditions in Van Meter
auditorium Tuesday night for the
Berkeley professor's lectu.r e
weren't that scorching - it just
felt that way.

Those in attendance were led
by Alvarez on a geological journey of violence and destruction
that ended with the extinction of
the dinosaurs.
Alvarez is the author of "TRex and the Crater of Doom", a
book that was revolutionary
because it new in the face or the
widely accepted belief that the
dinosaurs gradually died off. His
theory, which says an asteroid
caused the extinction, is now
widely accepted and his lecture

was a detailed description of how
h e proved his suspicions.
Alvarez said the title for his
book came about when he and a
group of faculty members and
graduate students were tossing
around possible book titles. The
brainstorming eventually wandered to Indiana Jones-type
titles.
"One of the grad students said
'How about T-Rex and the Crater
of Doom?"' Alvarez told a crowd
of 40 after the lecture. "And we

all said 'That's it! No more discussion - that's the name."'
It was more difficult to get the
publisher to accept the name,
Alvarez said, but they did and it
may have boosted sales.
The lecture, which was technical at times, explained the holes
in previous theories as well as
the quest for the cr ater that
Alvarez needed to fully support
his radical theory.
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alumna who pledged a gift of
$3.5 million to Western last
semester - the second-largest
private contribution in the university's history - died Monday.
The gift was a part of the
woman's will, and will officially be
given to Western as soon as her
estate is sewed next fall.
The contribution made by the
woman, who was a former high
school teacher, will fund scholarships for students living in
Kentucky who attend Western.
According to Tom Hiles, vice
president for Development and
Alumni Relations, the donor's gift
will provide between $160,000 and
$170,000 in scholarship money
each year for students.
"She lived very frugally to g1ve
as much money to Western as she
could," Hiles said.
The donor has previously set
up a $250,000 scholarship fund for
Western students.
The $3.5 million gift, which
Hiles said is the largest gift ever
for scholarships, was named in the
donor's will.
Hiles declined to release the
name of the donor at this time, saying he wants to protect the privacy
of the donor and her family.
However, be said within the
next three to six months her estate
should be sett1ed, after which
Western will release her name.
"We're Just really appreciative," Hiles said. " ...It's a tremendous boost to the (capitaO campaign."
Luther Hughes, associate vice
president
for
Enrollment
Management, said the donation
will be a big help in recruiting students.
"This is really significant,"
Hughes said. "We've always said
that one of our biggest problems is
having the funding for scholarships."
Hughes said the $3.5 million
gift, when likened to past donations for scholarships, is "just
huge by comparison."
"1 t.hinJt it will be an exciting
edition to our recruitment arsenal," Hughes said.
The scholarships funded by the
gift will be available to a wide
variety of students and majors, he
said.
Hughes said the awards will
have no stringent stipulations for
students.
"It gives us more flexibility to
award this to the best students,
whatever their major is," Hughes
said.
President Gary Ransdell said
Western hopes to pay tribute to the
woman some time in the future "to
properly recognize the donor."
"It's an incredible statement of
loyalty and passion for education," Ransdell said. "I mean, it's a
huge statement"
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Students vote onllne In SGA elections

war games

Hutchison hurls Into the record books

Students voted online for the first time ever in this year's
SGA elections. Results for the one contested race will be
announced at 10 a.m. today. Page 10

GeoJoCY and geography professor Michael Trapasso
has another identity - that of a Civil war r~nactor, who
fights in as many as a dozen battles a year. Page 11.

Senior pitcher Ryan Hutchison set the school record
Tuesday for career wins at Western in an 8-2 victory
over Austin Peay. Page 15
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Sweet tooth:

Shepherdsville freshman Justin Newberry, left, gives Amber Sloan a piece
of candy at the. Bowling Green Child Development Center Wednesday afternoon. Newberry was
completing a community service project that was part of his freshman seminar class.

Weather information provided
by StormCenter 12, where
you can get an updated
forecast at 6 tonight.

Crime Reports
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- ------ Arrests
♦ Kenneth Pride Raymond,
Keen Hall was charged Monday
with possession of marijuana He
was released the same day from
Warren County Regional Jail on a
$1,000 unsecured bond
♦ Karry Darnell Watson,
Barnes Campbell Hall, was
charged Friday with possession of
marijuana. He was released the
same day from Warren County
Regional Jail on time served.
♦ Casey Edward Travelsted,
Smallhouse Road, was charged

Saturday with alcohol intox1ca
tion, possession of alcohol by a
minor and drinking alcohol in a
public place He was released
the same day from Warren
County Regional Jail on a $1,000
unsecured bond.

Reports
♦
Becky A
G1lfillen.
Environmental Sciences and
Technology Building, reported
Tuesday an electric balance
worth $400 stolen from a lab 1n
EST between 4 p m Thursday
and 8 a.m. Tuesda}.

♦ Wieb Bareld Vandermeer.
Thompson Complex Central
Wing, reported Tuesday his
laptop worth $3,000 stolen from
his office 1n TCCW between 8
and 9 15 a .m Tuesday.
♦ Jacob J Huber, Pearce
Ford Tower, reported Monday
$100 tn damage to lhe driver
side window of his 1994 Honda
Accord parked in the Egypt Lot
between 10 pm . Aprtl 3 and
1 19 a m Sunday
♦ A fire alarm was activated
Monday in Poland Hall at 4 29
a .m. It was a false alarm
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Herald

Passenger vans easily rolled over
B Y BRI AN M OORE

Herald reporter
A federal agency issued a sllfT
warning Monday saying 15-passenger vans, orten used by Western
student groups and employees,
have a dramatically increased
chance of rolling over under certain conditions
The warn10g from the National
Highway
Traffic
Safety
Administration in Washington,
D.C., said the vans are three t.Jmes
more ILkely to roll over when 10 or
more people are inside, compared
to when carrying five passengers
The agency said 1n a press
release that the vans should only
be operated by experienced
drivers But Rae Tyso n , a
spokesman for the NHTSA, said
that doesn't necessarily mean stu
dents shouldn't drive the vans
" We would recommend that
anyone that 1s driving the vehicle
get some training," Tyson said yesterday "These vehicles, particularly when they're loaded, do not
act the same as a passenger car "
Western owns 12 Ford E-350
vans Ten can be checked out
through Fac1hlles !\1anagement
Vanous o rganizations use the
vans, and students are sometimes
the designated drivers.
Fiscal Services Manager Angie
Jackson oversees the use of
Western's vans She was told about
the van safety issues in an e-mail

forwarded from General Counsel
Deborah Wilkins.
The maJority of the van drivers
are s ports coaches or graduate
assistants Jackson said she's not
particularly comfortable with letting students drive the vans over
long distances.
Facilities
Management
Director Doug Ault and Jackson
have exchanged some ideas about
making van transportation safer.
Training students before allow
mg them to drive the vans 1s a poss1b1hty, but there have been no
formal d1scuss1ons ye t about
increas ing safety precautions,
Jackson said
" I think the report 1s concerning," she said "We make s u re
they're road worthy, but a lot of
people call and ask questions and
I say, 'Put you rself m the situation.
Do you want to take respons1b1hty
1fsomething happens''"
The NHTSA also said all passengers in the van should wear
seat belts. Eighty percent of the
people who died 1n the United
Slates last year in rollovers were
not buckled up, the press release
said
Western's Veh icle Policy
Agreement states that the driver
and passengers have to wear scat
belts, and that the driver has .i
\·ahd driver's license and must not
have been convicted of a DUI 1n
the last five years
NHTSA began quest1omnii the
safety of 15-passenger vans after

Pop star
to perform
Monday
BY
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Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
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Technically, Tiffany wasn't a
one-hit wonder
She h ad another No 1 hit,
"Coul d 've Been," and she had
other chart-toppers with " I Saw
He r Standing There," a cover of
the Beatles song, and " All This
Time."
But some Weste rn s tude nts
only know her for the song, " I
Think We're Alone Now," that was
a cover of the 1967 hit by Tommy
James and the Shondells
" I really liked that one song,"
Bowling Green sophomore Laura
Collins said "I remember 1t being
on Full House."
Collins also remembered
Tiffany because of he r "big red
hair" but not much else.
"I only remembe r that one
song," she said.
Fans will get to see a more
grown-up T iffany on Monday as
part of Campus Activities Board's
WKUDay.
Tiffany has been playing promotional shows at college campuses all over the country. Her album,
''The Color of Silence," has been a
hit with critics
Melissa Weinstein, a senior
from Evanston, 111 , wasn't a big
fan ofTifTany back then _
"I was familiar with her, but I
didn't buy any of her albums," she
said "I was a Debbie Gibson fan ''
Frankfort senior Jeremy Estes
is looking forward to the concert
" When I found out, I was
amazed," he said, adding he wanted his picture taken with the
singer " I'm more excited about
Tiffany than about Sister Hazel"
Weinstein has class during the
concert But 1f she gets out early,
she might stop by, she said
"I'm in support of anyone get1.Jng another chance," she said .
Collins 1s also planning to go.
She's a little wary of reading that
T1ffany·s music 1s like that of
Alanis Morissette and Matchbox
20 because she thinks both arhsL<;
are overplayed She s till hopes
Tiffany will sing " I Think \\.'e' rc
Alone Now "
"She has to play that song," she
said " I wi ll bC' sevcrC'I) 1h sap poinled 1f she doe~n'L"

s ix serio us accidents 1n four
months in 1999 and 2000 Each
accident involved collegiate sports
teams or groups
Four members of the Prairie
View A&M track team were killed
and seven others were inju red
when their van rolled over on the
way to a meet last year
The investigation found there
was nothi ng severely wrong with
the vans When fully loaded, the
center of gravity shifts up and to
the rear, mcreasmg the chance of
rollover
" I hope colleges and universities take this very seriously,"
Tyson said " We've found the
steering characten shcs change a
lot When you get into a situation
where you have to swerve unexpectedly, the va n starts to skid on
s lippery pavement The driver
overcompensates . and causes the
turnover"
Sara Tatch10, safety communications manager for Ford Motors
in Dearborn, Mich , said Ford 1s
not s urprised by the 1nvestigallon's conclusions.
Ford already knew about the
center of gravity shift. and 1t states
in the E-350 owner's manual that
there 1s a rollover poss1b1hty, she
said There 1s also a description
abou' how the van should be driven wh,m fully-occupied
Tatch10 did not dispute the
report, and said Ford knows the
vans need more time for braking
and maneuvering.
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Opinion
Selling building
names, tradition
Entrance fees to the name game are runnrng at an all-time high
these days Before the foundallon 1s even poured. bidding starts to
prostitute the various aspects of new edifices as well a s the bmld10gs themselves. And the Johns come ru nn10g to purchase their
place 10 h1sto11 Western has even gone as far as to print a menu
of blank na"!t tags that the highest bidder can hang 10 the new
J ournalism and Broadcast10g build10g
Much of th1s 1s necessary Bu1ld10gs cost money, but money is n't
everything, 1s it? Instead of selling the nam10g nghts to the Wate r
Fountrun No. 3 on the second floor to Joey Jo-Jo's car de alership,
we should use these opportunities to s how those who have made
• meaningful contributions to the university 10 the past that the
time and sweat they gave to
Western has not been, and will
THE ISSUE: When
never be, forgotten
Western starts building
Tradition 1s an essential element al any university The
they sell the naming
.Downing Un1versny Center was
rights to the highest bidnamed after Dero Downing, and
ders.
Cherry Hall was named after
Henry Hardtn Cherr}. Both men
were responsible for creat10g
OUR V1EW: Buildings
the spmt that makes the master.
should be named after
The hst goes on Students 10venl
the pioneers who made
abbreviations for these structures, but the names that adorn
Western the kind of
their archwa) s stand as a testaplace worth building on
ment to those who de\'Oled much
to.
of their lives lo mak10g Western
a great uniHinaty
However, for trad1t1on lo endure the times, 1t must be perpetuated New bu1ld10gs are rare occurrences Thus the w10dow of
opportunity to honor the countless men and women who have gone
the distance 10 the name of the Iltll 1s never open for very long
Let's max1m1z.e these opr1ortun1ttes instead of Just cashrng 10 on
them

Hold up a lighter for
those who bring fun
H's been said that idle hands arc the dent~ pla}thmgs If that 1s
mdeed true, then before this school vcar. the devil had his hands full.
But that was before groups llkl• lhe Campus Acllv1t1es Board and
the Cultural Enhancement Senes comnuttee m:tdl• 1t their m1ss1on to
exorc1sl' soml' of the boredom that previously em·eloped campus
Both organuallons, as well a, many 111d1vidual professors, deserve
a h1g hand from th~• crowd for their efforts this past :;ear m brmgmg
some big names with big sounds to - - - - - - ~ - - - - the Htll
With names llkc Frank l\tcCourt, THE ISSUE: Various
committees have been
Walter Ahrarez, Sister Hazel and Dr
Drew Pmsky hcadlln10g this berg, bringing more special
Western is qmckly attaimng a repu, events to campus.
talion for cool a nd informative spec
tacles that provide the student body
With a d1stract1on
OUR VIEW: These
College studenL~ work hard, and events are essential to
they deserve act1v1lies that a llow
them to let their hair down But the producing well-rounded
opportunihes being afforded to stu- students.
dents thanks to the aforementioned
committees are giving Toppers the c hance to dance, listen and learn.
Not a bad combination
In these hectic limes, we often allow ourselves to get bogged down
m the hurly-burly, self-absorbed world of studying But when a speaker like Martm Luther King LIi pays a v1s1t, it's difficult not to listen,
take a h tUe time to remember the struggles of the past, and recognize
the ongoing problems of the present.
Well done to the groups responsible for this cultural relief If you
bill them, we will come

We ll done lo the 170 students who
took home awards from the
Weste rn awar ds cer e mony. They
should take off the last couple of
weeks to celebrate.
ogratulations to Kappa Delta and
pha Gamma Rho for winning
reek Week. And the winner of
the golden keg is...
~ o d Selig and Eric Rickabaugh

~

-r~serve credit for creating
Western's new logo with the university's old winning spirit in mind.

IN 1\-\E NEWS TODA'(,

WESTERN ANNOUNCED

THE.

OPENING OF
ITS BRAND NEW

WAL-MART SCHOOLOF JOURNALISM
AND BROADCASTING
BUILDING

Letters to the Editor - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
Delivering smiles
The residents and staff of
Colonial Manor Nursing Facility
would
hke to thank the
Department of Housmg and
Residence Life for U1e1r thought
fulncss during Commumty Sen. 1cc
Week at Western We would espcc1ally like to thank Kit Tolbert,
Anita Teague and David Baskett
for takm;;: llnie out to ,·1s1t and
bring gills to brighten the lives of
our residents
We would also like to thank pro•
fe:;sor Susan Wesley and the man:,:
wonderful student volunteers
from the Social Work Program that
,1s1 t and brmg JOY to the residents.
Speci3l thanks to Joseph Grant for
his unwavering support and tune
spent helping the res1denL~ and
staff every week
Western should be proud of
their student volunteers and !.octal
organizations lhat truly benefit the
commumty of Bowling Green, not
just through their words but also
by their acltons
Stephanie M Smith

Resident Smnces Director

Hurdling kids for coffee
I am writmg to address a mmor
concern d ealing with the groups of
students who v1s1t Western I have
no problem with younger students
(ele mentary, middle, high school)
visiting Western I think that it is a
good idea to let these students get

a glimpse of college before they
actual!) attend
However, the problem that I
have 1s when )OU go to wait m line
to buy something from the vendor:.
at l>owmng l nivers1ty Center,
there arc 20 or so\ 1s1t111g students
m hne wailing as well I am not
saymg the} do not have the right to
purchase product~ from the vendors \\.liat I suggest 1s that durmg
the 15 minute break between
classes. the vendors are to be on~
limits to non,Western students
This would hopefull) ease the
overcrowdmg that makes 1t hard
for umwrs1t) students lo buy their
coffee, snacks, etc w1thm the 15mmute break between classes.
Hopefully this minor issue can be
addressed so Wc.-;tern students can
buy whate\'er they need and not
worry about be11lj! late to class.
Stth R Hodge.•
Bowlmg Grun Sophomore

Jonesville good, ITA bad
I would first like to applaud
Maxme Ray and others for their
work and ded1calton in see10g to
it that the story of Jonesville 1s
not forgotte n While, from one
perspective, there 1s little that
can make up for the tragic transformation of the Jonesville community into spor ts fields and
parking lots, Tuesday's dedication ceremony for the Jonesville
historical marker is a s1gmficant
step in establtshing Janesville's

And the lack or AC this week
made the Hill seem a lot like hell,
and final s aren 't for a couple
more weeks.
It's bad enough they have to fight
the terrain, but no speaker should
have to face Van Meter Auditorium.
Walter Alvarez was probably surprised we were wearing shoes after
leaving that broken-down hotbox.

Josh Niesse
I ndumapolis Semor

ilef;:~ Herald

team. Teams

that score one run in seven games
don't win. And if you're not a winner, you're a ...

place m local h1stor)
For those who were unable to
attend Tuesday's cercmon), J
should also adcl that 11 was a par
t1cularly callous example of
p<1lit1cal two-facedncss on the
part of Bowltng Green l\layor
Sand) Jones, Warren County
Judge 1-:xecut1ve Mike Buchano11
and President Gary Ransdell On
one hand they arc celebrahng
"the sp1r1l of Jones, 11le,· while
on the other actively supporting
the destruction of the ne:-.t
Joncs\'llle· the communlt) of
Freeport
Freeport 1s a small Afnt·a
,\mencan comrnun1t) estah
hshed, like .ronesv1lle, at the end
of the Civil War. Whereas
Jonesville was m the ,1 ay of the
expansion of Western, Freeport,
located just outside ol' Oakland,
hes directly m the path of the
Inter-modal
Transportation
Authority's proposed Kentuck}
Tri modal
Transpark
The
transpark would eventually be a
4.000 acre industrial park with
attached
airport.
Unlike
J onesville, 1t 1s not yet too late to
ha lt the destruction of Freeport
For those who don't wa nt to
see Freeport turned mto a h1stor1cal marker by a proJect
whose only purpose 1s to enrich
g reedy
developers,
let
Buchanon , Jones, and Ransdell
know how you feel To them we
s ho uld say, " Freepo rt, not
A1rport1"
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Company to help find arena donor
Naming rights
up for grabs
B v R EX

HALL JR.

Herald reporter
The naming rights to the
renovated Diddle Arena complex, which carry a $5 m1lhon
price tag, could swap hands as
early as this s ummer or next
fall , according to Athletics
Director Wood Selig
Selig said Western is cur
renlly working with a s portsmarketing company who will
help sell the naming rights
President Gary Ransdell
said the Cleveland, Ohio-based
company will help Western
find the party who could be the
new namesake for Diddle
"They will contract with us
to find the corporate interest
through which we would secure
naming rights for the arena,"
Ransdell said
Selig said the company who
buys the naming rights has the
o ption of naming Western 's
entire sports complex, an area
that may stretch from Diddle to
De nes Field , or they c an

RETIREMENT

INSURANCE

choose to name Diddle only.
Associate Athletics Director
The details would be deter- J im Clark said Western has
mined through negotiations, he sent mailings regarding the
said.
suites to "hot prospects"
Selig said the sports com- 10cluding H1 lltopper Athletic
plex will most likely only Foundation members and local
entail the newly-renovated businesses.
arena.
Some ind ividuals and
He said the name "D iddle groups h ave shown mterest 10
Arena" will remain part of the possibly purchas10g and sharbuilding name
ing half of a
su i te
with
and that the
new
title "We've got to be able to
another
could read · show the ability to pay
party,
he
Diddle Arena
said
at the (com- the loans before we can
C lark said
pany name) borrow the money."
if a 11 16 suites
are not sold ,
Sports Complex
-Jim Clark the renovaSelig would
tion of Diddle
associate athletics d!fector would still
not release
the name of
take place ,
but possibly
the marketing
company or the names of any " at a lesser level."
corporations interested 10 pos" We 've got to be able to
sibly naming Diddle "at fear of show the ability to pay the
hurling negotiations."
loans before we can borrow the
Meanwhile , five of the 16 money," Clark said.
luxury suites 10 Diddle still
H owever, he said he and
remain unpurchased However, Selig have not discussed the
Seli g s aid he is confident prospect of coming up short
Weste rn will be able to sell the with the suites and that he is
remaining suites by the end of fully confident the suites will
summer
be sold
" I' m not worried al all ,"
"We just feel like it's going
Selig said
to happen," Clark said

MUTUAL FUNDS

TRUST SERVICES

TU ITION FINANC ING

News Briefs
Valdez oil spill, the Titanic disaster and John F . Kennedy's assassination.
The presentation is open to the
public. Admission 1s free. For
reservations or more information
contact the engineering department at 7~2461.
- Enca'Walsh

Engineers to visit Western
A leading forensic engmeermg
firm will visit campus from 8 a.m
to 4:30 p m on April 20.
The Failure Analysis/Exponent
Engineering firm investigates
engineering failures and medical,
environmental, b1omechanic and
human tragedies like the Exxon

A real li e Shaft ...
A black~~
AAgent

ham ers
Admission is free

For more information call: 7
Campus Act vities Board

Graves-Gilbert Clinic
and
The Department of Internal Medicine
are oleased to announce the association ot

It's a simple calculation:

TIAA-CREF's low expenses
mean more money
working for you.

Call us
fora free
expense

calculator

The equation 1s easy Lower expenses in managing a

THE IMPACT OF EXPENSES ONPERFORMANCE

fund can equal better performijnce

R. Scott Havener, M.D.

Hope Havener, M.D.

Board Certified

Board Certified

$215.000

INTERNAL MEDICINE

TERNAL MEDICINE

$176,000

Dr. Scott Havener has
special interest in
chronic high blood
pressure, diabetes and
cholesterol control.

Dr. Hope Havener has
special interest in
women's health,
chronic high blood
pressure, diabetes and
cholesterol control.

How much? Just take a look at the chart. Then call us
We'll send you a free, easy-to-use expense calculator so
you can see for yourself that no matter what your
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investment, you'll benefit from low expenses And CREF
variable annuity expenses range from JUSt O28%
to 034%.'
For decades. we've been committed to low expenses.
superior customer service and strong performance
EXPE!,Sl:Sl

Add 1t all up and you'll find that selecting your
retirement provider IS an easy decision: TIAA-CREF
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Ensuring the future
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·BLIND: Professor has never seen wife of 23
Business Solutions.
At 27, Milliman had a shocking
experience - af\er experimental
eye surgery he regained his
vision.
"It was wonderful, but shock10g," he said "Lots of things had
changed from the last time I
could see The way men, and even
myself dressed was much differ
ent. It was shocking but I enJoyed
every b!l of it "
After four and a ha!f years of
sight 1t was gone again - permanently
Milliman met his wife, Palma,
after he lost his sight for the second time whtle teaching at the
University of Texas in El Paso.
They have been married for
almost 23 years and M11l1man has
never seen her
"She 1s very attractive to me,
in my way," he said "But I have
ne\'er actually seen her visually
Others have told me how attractive she 1s."
For Palma, havrng a blind husband really isn't a challenge, it's
a part of life, something she really doesn't think of anymore.
She said life with Milliman 1s
different. but she enjoys it.
Milliman said the relationship
between him and Palma 1s one of
equal dependency Obviously
there are things he can't do that
she helps him w1lh but she, too, 1s
dependent on him
" It 1s a mutual dependence,"
Milliman said "I have been quite
successful financially so she has
never had to work outside t he
home. She has to do some things
for me that she wouldn't for a
sighted husband, like matching
up my clothes, but it is a mutual
contribution."
Palma said her marriage has
taught her more than she ever
imagined
Milliman's wife isn't the only
person that helps him with his

C O N TI N U ED F ROM f l ON T P AGE

He said Milliman ta kes the
time to gel to know his students
on a personal level because he
realizes their value as people, not
Just students
There really isn't any obstacle
in today's technological age that
can't be overcome," Kosek said
"I think he is unique because his
blindness forces him to use technology I think more teachers
should be using 1t, but they don't
because they don't have to"
Milliman, finishing up his 16th
year as a professor at Western,
was faced with a huge challenge
at the age of eight - losing his
sight.
He had Stevens Johnson
Syndrome. a rare illness that
gave him only partial sight. But.
at the age of 17, he lost all of his
v1s1on during a varsity wrestling
match, when his opponent accidentally elbowed him in the eye.
"It was a tough experience,"
Milliman said "I was Just about
to graduate from high school and
I had my whole future ahead of
me. My asp1rallons were to go on
to college and I never wavered in
that sense but it was a question
as to how I was going to do 1t "
He found a way.
M1ll1man said teaching has
always been attractive to him but
he wanted to stay involved tn
business - something he has
been interested 10 since he first
graduated from Eastern Michigan
University
Milliman, after working in real
estate, received his masters and
doctorate in marketrng from
Arizona State.
Teaching seemed to be a good
match for Milliman He knew
other blind people who went into
education and were successful.
Milliman also owns an
Internet marketing business, A3

News Brief

r-

Journalism alumnus
murdered

3 or 4 '13earoom

~yartments

Thomas Cordy/Herald
Marketing professor Ronald M illiman and MBA graduate student assistant Jeremy Kees, 22,

grade papers ,n Milliman's home near campus. Kees sometimes spends up to 35 hours a week
assisting Milliman with class work and other related paperwork.
independence. Business associate and Bowling Green graduate
assistant Jeremy Kees said he has
learned so much by helping
Milliman with his classes.
"I get to experience the whole
realm of teaching," Kees said. "It
is a unique opportunity to be a
part of and I am thankful for il"
Teaching was a challenge for
Milliman initially. He was too
naive, but be learned quickly.
During his first exam five students in the back of the classroom used their books, notes and

each other to take the test
"I started out thinking that students, because of their own ethics
and standards, would not take
advantage of me," he said "I
learned that wasn't true very
quickly"
Milliman said he was devastated that the students took advantage of him but he dealt with it
and learned how to prevent further p roblems by passing out
multiple copies of tests, and relying on his assistant to be his eyes.
Milliman 1s always lightheart-

ed about bis differences as a professor.
"When the door opens or shuts
I don't know if students are going
in or out," he said "Sometimes I
think I am talking to an empt)'
room."
Edmonton senior Brandy
Acree initially thought having a
bhnd professor would be terrible.
" At first I thought, 'Oh my
gosh."' Acree said. "But I learned
more in that class than I have in
any other class at Western."

-,
To WKU Students 15% Discount! When Rent O ua,terlyl
Reserve you, space nowt You lode ond y ou keep you, k9!1. Yeors of serving Wesle,n's student. - 2 blocks from compus.

GUARANTEED TO MEET COMPETITOR'S PRICES

'Nixt to WX'll

Dennis Rey Jones, 37, of
Indianapolis, a 1989 Western
graduate, died Satu r day at
Wishard Memorial Hospital an
Indianapolis of injuries suffered
from a stab wound
Jones was assistant d i rector
of the Bowling Green Human
Rights Commission and a financial advisor for Century Funds
of Indianapolis
Jones was a member of Mount
Carmel Baptist Church in
Indianapolis.
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Andrew Becker, a professional hypnotist , captivates a crowd of students and Bowling Green residents as he puts Christina Harlan, a senior from Columbus, Ohio, left, and Brandenburg freshman
Calvina L1eb1g into a deep hypnotic state at Van Meter Auditorium last night.
..

plll~£S l'1Us1c

Hypnotized students act crazy

COME JOIS TlIE FUN

B Y M A I H OA

G

Herald reporter
Two maJor pop groups performed last night 1n Van Meter
Audi tori um.
Bn tney Spears and her backup dancers sang her hit, "Oops
r Did It Again" Then, U1e popular
boy band, • NSYNC, sa ng " It's
Gonna Be Me"
Well, not really
These 1m1tat1on pop stars were
Western students hypnoltzed by
Andrew Becker, a hyp notist from
Creen Bay, Wis H e hypnotized
more than 20 people last night.
Befor e taking volunteers,
Becker laid to rest some m1sconcept1ons about hypnotism includ
mg that people can be perma
nently hypnotized, that they will
reveal their personal secrets and
that some people aren't able to be
hypnoltzed
·'There are two categories of
people that can't get hypnotized
- idiots and morons," he said
Becker had volunteers sit 1n
black chairs lined up onstage. lie
quieted them and turned the
lights down He then put on electronic trancl.' music
People on the stage were then
as ked to look at a red light.

Allhough 1t look longer for some, graphs and also answe red quesmost of the people onstage went tio ns. Sh e thought h e r group 's
performance was we ll done.
into a trance.
" lt we nt awesome," Simpson
Some audience members were
also afTected N1tin Goll, the hall said as Timbe rlake. "Whal do you
director at Gilbert, fell out of his think? We're • NSYNC!"
Before Becker wo ke the group
seat a nd lay on the noor a fte r
up, he had them
falling into a
b elievi ng t h at
sleep- l i k e
tr ance. Becker "There are two categories he was nake d
a nd givi ng a
h ad hi m join of people that can't get
s p eec h on
the other peohypnotized - idiots and ironica lly
ple onstage.
saying no to
When Becker morons."
crack.
suggested 1t, the
"Say n o to
gr oup acted as
- Andrew Becker crac k!"
t he
if they were on
protess1onal hypnotist group yelled
a tropical beach
while
they
in Jamaica. that
pointed to his
he was invisible, and that they
were competing in a d1sco-danc- "naked" back
Becker woke everyone
1ng contest to Gloria Gaynor's "I up,When
many were shocked to hear
Will Survive"
they were onstage for over an
Three of the people on stage hour and a half
were in an argument over how to
" I thought I was onstage fo r
count to 10 One participant got about 15 minutes," said Christina
really miffed when she thought Harlan, a senior from Columbus.
the others were counting wroni:
Ohio
" I thought we were in college'"
When Nashville Junior Scott
she said "I would think you Barry was later told that he was
would know how to count. It's l, 2, in a disco dancing contest and
3, 3 ..
was a member of •NSYNC, he
Bardstown sophomore Brooke was confused
··1 ha\'e to believe 1t," he said
Simpson behevedtihe was Justtn
Timberlake She signed auto• usut I don't remember anything."

SGA wants budget spent on students
Last year's surplus
went for insurance
BY ERIC\ W

\LSII

1/eralrl reporter
,h the )ear comes to a close

Student Go\'ernment Association
committees decided to kick into
!ugh gear
At Tuesdn) 's meeting, three
bills were passed, wl11le another
IO bills and resolutions were up
for first reading
SGA has shghlly o\'er $28,000
left from the1 r $90,000 hudget
und arc determtned to put 1t to
• use
"The goal 1s to spend all of
our money,' SGA president
Cassie Martin said "And not Just
spend 1t, but spend 1t wisely"
SGA wants to make sure the
money goes to students, and 1f
there is mone>· left over 1n the
budget at the end of the fiscal
year. 1l could go back into the
university's budget.
Last year, the len-over budget
?\Oney went to help pay for
We,tern's insurance deficit.
91,.;.,.-...._..-'l' "That's not what a student fee

1s here for," llart111 sa1<1 It's here
to benefit the students 1n some
wa) It's for student 11r0Jecls
through student government"
SGA voted to pr0\'ldC $3.000 to
the International Programs
Department to help maintam the
weekend shuttle service
The shuttle sernce, which vis
its Kroger the mall and other
busmesses along Campbell Lane
1s open to all students and facul
t) and costs Sl per rit.le ;\!embers
of the internattonal programs
want the service to h fr
1111d
the extra S3 000 could make that
possible
The Campu Im pro, ernents
com1111tlee submitted eight
pieces of leg1slat1on includ111g
resolution:. asking the uni,ers1ty
to rnstall a more efficient air cont.l 1L10111ng 5ystem 1n HelmCra\'ens hbrar) and to issue a
policy protecting campus green
space
"Most are goals we had set,"
,;aid Powderly Junior Andrea
Lovell, the chairwoman of the
committee. "We've been working
on all of them throughout the
semester."
The resolution protecting
green space was something that
came up recently because of all

the construction going on around
campus
Lovell and her committee
focus much of their time on beau
t1fy1ng campus ,\long with ·pro•
tecttn~ green space, they also
'ol:ant to build a gazebo at the
south end of campu,, and allo
cate money for outdoor furniture
Lo, ell sn1d many of the stu
dent suggestions to SGA hn\'C
been adding benches or other
furniture to parts ofcnm1ms
In other business
♦ SGA passed a bill allocating
$190 to purchase n fi\'C ~ear warranty on the big-screen TV to be
placed m the lobbJ of the community college
♦ :SGA passed a bill allocat1ng
$1,100 for the purchase of h1ghhghters and stress-relievers to be
passed out during finals week
♦ SGA 1s currently working on
leg1.slat1on to purchase tables
and benches to be placed around
campus, to improve lighting on
south campus, and to replace
carpeting and purchase new furniture for the library
♦ SGA 1s also working on a
bill that would require the SGA
president to present a "State of
Western" address during the first
semester otthe term

1pm-eprn
CAMPUS ACTIVITIES »OA~D
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Ex-student LIGHT:
does time
for gun
possession

Alvarez covers variety of topics
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Zehner was caught
with weapon in dorm
B Y J ENN IF ER

L.

DAWE S

Jlerald reporter
A former We stern student
who was charged with carrying
a concealed weapon and
assaulling a police officer earlier this semester is currently
setving 30 days in the Warren
County Regional Jail.
Tyress Carlos Zehne r , a
Bowling Green resident,
reported to lhe Warren County
Regional Jail on Apri l 6 lo '
begin his 30-day sentence for
harming campus police officer
Ricky Powell in a struggle that
took place on Jan. 7 Zehner
had attempted lo jump out the
first-floor window to escape
the police after they found a
Co lt .45 handgun and a magazine of ammunition in his
pockets.
The co n cealed weapon
charge was dropped , but the
cut and scratches Powell s ustained, a fourth-degree assault
c harge, cost Zehner $126 in
court costs and a month behind
bars.
Though the concealed
weapon charge was dropped in
court, Zehner may have faced
repercussions from Wes tern.
There is a zero tolerance policy for all firearms on all statefunded school premises ,
including Western.
According to Jim Schlinsog,
Housing and Residen ce Life
assistant directo r of s tude nt
deve lopment, anyone found
with a handgun in the dorms is
s ubject to sanctions by the university, including suspension
or expulsion. The Student Life
Foundation, a separate e ntity
from Western, owns all of the
dorms on cam pus except
Schneider Hall, bul lhe uni versity still controls the property,
Schlinsog said.
Schlinsog cou ld n ot comment on the s p ecifics of what
actions were taken against
Zehn e r on the university's
behalf.
Zehner was sc heduled to
appear in Judge Brent Potter's
court r oom on April 10 for a
previous theft charge fr om
December. Zehner had been
charged with theft because he
a ll eged ly stole $9 worth of
merchandise from an area
Kroger store.
Zehner was not able to make
the appearance because he
was already in jail. Now there
is a $300 cash bond attached to
his jail time.
Zehner is not enrolled 1n
classes this semester, and
according Freida Eggleton of
the registrar's office, Zehner 1s
not considered a student.
"We consider them students
only if they are currently
enrolled," Eggleton said

Glen Conner, a retired professor from the
geography department, enjoyed the lecture and
said Alvarez's book covers the search from the
start - even documenting when lhe team was
following a dead-end
'"The topic 1s relatively complex," Conner
said ''But lhe book is, as his presentation was
tonight, very understandable."
In lhe process of explaining his conclusion,
Alvarez touched on topics ranging from outer
space lo the physics of asteroids when they hit a
planet and ended with what would have happened if the fateful asteroid had never hit Earth
For Marion junior Andrea Mick the lecture
was a chance to see the person who influenced
what she will be tested on in her astronomy
class.
"What I'm learning in class I heard slra1ghl
from the man who was responsible for the mate
rial," Mick said. "I thought 1l was mlereslmg how
all this started from the simple observation the
scientists found in a rock."
Alvarez didn't say what he plans to do after
proving a solid evoluti onary theory incorrect,
but he did say that studying one extinction event
is enough. He 1s interested in explaining certain
events regarding the Permian Triassic Period, a
lime that left nearly no record.

Jed Conklin/Herald
Walter Alvarez, a renowned geologist, spoke in Van Meter Auditorium Tuesday night, elaborating on his theory that a large meteor struck Earth millions of years ago, killing the
dinosaurs.
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Online SGA Voting keeps progress mysterious
Martin said there was the

Election results to be
released at 10 a.m.
BY ERI CA WALSH

Herald reporter
Student Gove rnment Assoc1al1on President Cassie
Martin lhmks this year's election
is going well - the only problem
1s, she doesn't have any way of
proving it.
"The thing with onli ne elections 1s we have no clue really as
to what's going on," she said
Voting didn't close until mid•
mght Wednesday and results will
not be released until 10 this
morning.

option to know results as votes
were coming in, but she chose
not to have that i nformat1on
released.
"I didn't want anyone in SGA
to know," she said. "I didn't want
to put pressure on the candidates to get out there and cam•
paign all mgbt for more votes."
Louisville sophomore 1ark
Rawlings, a candidate for the
vice president of pubhc relations, said he was glad he didn't
know who bad the advantage.
"Not knowing partial results
gave me more incenllve to get out
there and try hard," he said. " I
would like lo know real soon, but
I don't mind waiting until 10"
This was the first year SGA
elections were held onhne, and

so far, t here have been mixed
reviews.

Bowling Green freshman
Hannah Pepin knew about the
e lections and online voting, but
chose not to take part.
" I 've had the chance (to
vote)," she saad "I Just haven't."
She said she didn't think this
year's race was a big enough
deal to vote, even with the easier
access because of online voting.
" If people are going to vote,
they're going to make lime
whether it's going to a polling
place or not," she said.
Others, like Bowling Green
Junior Nicole Langley, were
pleased with the new method.
"This is the first lime I voted,"
she said. "I never could make it
to the polls before or I could vote

but I forgot my ID and did n 't
want to go back to my room and
getil"
Langley said voting online
made the process much easier.
SGA members were also
excited about the change
"This year is a great test pilot
for this," Martin said. "It's disappo1n hng that we didn't have
more offices contested, but we'll
learn from th1S."
Martin and Rawlings said the
timing for the election couldn't
have been better because many
students were r egutering for
classes and visiting the TopNet
Web site anyway, which allowed
them to see the hnk to voting
Voter turnout cannot be
determined until the final
results are announced , but

801 Stat e St reet
Bow ling Green, KY
42101
842-6878

Sheph erdsville sophomore
Holly Skidmore, the other vice
president for public relations
candidate said she was anxious
to find out the results, but didn't
mind having to wait overnight.
"Well, the pres1denl!al cand1·
dales had to wail for months,"
she said Wednesday "So I can
wail until tomorrow morning."

We offer flexible schedules, free movies, and
competitive pay.

Flexible Hours
Great Pay

Apply this Saturday between Noon and 4 p .m . at our
construction site at the comer of Campbe.D Lane and
Industrial Road. (across from the WKU intramural fields)
Just come into the trailer on the Campbell lane side of the
parking lot.

Apply In Person
Monday - Friday 2-4p.m.

~

wrong,"

Bowling Green's newest
Megaplex Movie Theater.
Opening in May 2001.
Is now hiring.

Now Hiring For All Positions

.Ap,.il 12
.Ap,.il 27

Martin said s he thinks o n line
voling will i ncrease turnout in
the long run.
"I think overall we'll get better results," she said " As for
numbers we don't know. I'm not
expecting voter turnout to be as
htgh (this year), but I don't think
1l can be, because we only have
one office contested. I could be
wrong though, I'd love lo be
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diversions
Bathroom
talk leaks
like tears

WEEKEND SUPERPICKS
Jacob Bennett

Ca.s.sandra ShidHerald
Plkevflle senior Katie Rasnick. Lexington senior Ken Cravens and sophomore Keith Blaser of Evansville, Ind., participate in the
filming of · wanna-be's, - a feature film by independent film maker Scott Crowell, during the Western Film and Video Festival.

You'll laugh ••• You'll cry ...

HH!!!

You'll ...

Western Film and Video Festival makes students scream with delight
BY

MAI HOANG

Hauldrqorttr
A man stands OD the sidewalk. A woman
passes and at first glance, she's smiling.
But, lootinc closer, her eyes freeze - she's
focu.sin& on the man standing there OD the
sidewalk.
Faith Broughton's film, "The Encounter,"
was among the many student films that were
played at the Western Film and Video
Festival Tuesday niibt. BroQ&bton, a senior
from Franltlin, Tenn., wrote the expel'imental film about people's reactions when they
pus each other on the street.
About 60 people had the chance to see 90

minutes worth or documentaries, narratives, experimental films, commercials and
music videos.
"The turnout was good tonit,bt," said
Corey Lash, an associate professor for the
School of Journalism and Broadcastin, and
the director or the festival "It wu about
average for the awards presentation."
'lbe subjects of the mms included: a car
smashing a case or beer, a fascination with
a fifth...Ooor resident auistant in RodesHarlin Ball and a dramatic reading of.lfaya
Ancelou's poem, "Phenomenal Woman."
llany films featured Western students.
Campus croups suc.b as Happy Gas, a come--

dy improviution troupe, and the
Topperettes, Western's dance team, we:re
featured in documentaries.
Pikeville senior Kati Ras nick used Irids
that she wort.ed with in children's productions at the Public Theatre or Kentuclly for
her music video or the Adam Sandler son&
"Red Sweatshirt."
"l always loTed the song," Rasnick said.
" Ever since Adam Sandler did it on
Saturday Night Live."
1be song is about a boy who receives a
red sweatshirt and bas a strong attachment
to it as be crows up to be a man.

In F1nnu , Pu1 12

WAR GAMES: Professor majors in Civility
Tolpasw engages in
Civil War re-enactments
BY DAVE SHINALL

lhraldrqorteThe bearded, be.spectacled professor's chosen protesaion may

be teaching. but his true passion is righting.
Be loves it.
In fact, he loves filhtin& so much that he sometimes drives four
houn to purposely thrust himself into a really nastJ scnpe. B e
estimates that over the coune or the lut nine yean he puticipat~

H. Rid: Madt/Huald
ll1cllMI Trap11ao, a geography and ce<>foCY professor, wears
his Civil War uniform which he uses durin& re-«l8Ctments.

in over a hundred bloody ftgbts.
Be said he especially loves tbe acrid smell of black powder·and
the thick shroud of IUD anoke that bane over a dewy battlefield.
Bayonets and sabers sweep and gleam, while lines of men, clad in
coarse butternut and u.y seJ'Ce, nm, hal.t, 11:neel, fire. stand and
chule. all pl&7inc out a momentous moct battle.
Michael Tnpaao, a ,eocrap~ and ceoloa prolessor for 21
,ean, ia a CiYil Wu ~ r.
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Two emergencies hit at once
that balmy Apri l day
One, my friend J oe's woman
done did him wrong and he
needed someone to listen as he
moaned bis blues
Two, the tempe rature was
HAAGO - Hot As All Get Out
- and I'd spent the morning
chugging chocolate mtlk, swallowing swee t lea and gulping
Gatorade.
My bladder was about lo
blow up like a pager.
" Hey Joe, let me go to the
bathroom first," I said when be
asked if I had a minute to talk.
"That's a good idea; I need
to go, too," Joe said as be followed me i nto the restroom.
"We can talk in a minute."
I told him not lo talk to me
at th e urinal. That's plum
creepy.
But Joe's d esire lo relieve
his bladder was s urpassed only
by his d esir e to relieve b is wo rried mind. He couldn't help
but talk to me for the appronmately two minutes we were in
there.
" I'm goin' down to shoot my
old
lady,"
he
wailed.
Figuratively s peaking, no
doubL "I caught her messin'
'round with another man, and
that ain't cool."
Yup, I guess folll:s figure I've
learned from my mistakes, and
they always come to me with
tbe infinite love wisdom I
brine to the table (or the bath~
room. as it were).
Or maybe tbe1 just need
someone to listen and they figure I'm the biuest sucker
they're goona find.
Either way, I didn't look
over at him u be spun bis yarn,
no matter bow curious I was.
lust kidding. But [ bet more
cuys peek than you think.
I could only sympathize
with Joe, since I've never had
his problem. I'm ado~ble, so
&iris don't cheat oo me .
But I told him to leave that
dhil-hearted woman. rm sure
an angel will come down f'rom
Beaven some day, and she'll
stay just long enough to rescue
him.
"Wbat tbe bell are you
tallrin' about?" Joe asked.
We didn't wash our hands
before we went back to wort.
But we turned on the hand
drier on the way out so people
would think we d.id.

PlcksoftlleWNk_.
Let me finish cbompin' tbe
peeps my babies Oliri.a and
Charita p.ve me tor Easter, and

S11 Ptcae, Paa1 11
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Civil War
intrigues professor
GAMES:
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Rasnick had Louisville sophomore Phillip Allgeier and one of
her children cast members, Steve
Wallace, play the man and boy
The film , which was in black
and white except for the red
sweatshirt, had a good reaction
from the audience. Many laughed
and applauded.
Louisville sophomore Evan
Boles was among the many that
liked the video.
"It was well done," he said "I
liked some of the special effects."
Rasntck's video was also popular with the judges; il won in the
" Best Music Video" category
Broughton's film won in the ''Best
Experunenlal" category
After the awards presentation,
Scott Crowell, an independent

11

often fight a lart1cally accurate
first battle, followed by a victory
"There are three things that a for the other side since both
lot of re-enactors agree are nee
sides spent a lot of money outfitess ary to get things going," ting themselves
Trapasso said. "Number one is
He said the third powerful
you have to have an intense attraction C1v!I War re-enacting
interest, or, in my case, an actual holds for him 1s the genuine
love of the C1v1I War history peri- camaraderie shared by a regiod of time. Jn my opinion, 1861 to ment
1865 are not only the four most
"You've got lo find a group of
fasc111at1ng years of American guys that you feel comfortable
history. they're the four most fas• with." he said
cinaung years of anybody's h1sto
According to Trapasso, a spery,.
cial bond is shared by members
Trapasso cnJoys reliving what of a regiment They are locked 10
most Americ ans rare ly think mock mortal combat. They
about after they graduate from advance shoulder-to-shoulder
high school - history, but his his- into the face of knee-buckling
tory 1s of a v1v1d, rough and tum
cannon fire and a deafening
ble navor
fus1lade. They watch the rippling
" I'm Just fascinated by any
flash and hear the staccato
thing that went on, all the per- crackle of .58· and .63-cahber carsonages, places, events and the bines fired in a withering volley
whole bit," Trapasso said.
Trapasso said the unit he
Since 1992 the 47-year-old r1des with most often is D
Trapasso has crisscrossed the Company, 7th Tennessee Cavalry,
Southeast and Midwest, purs uing made up of 60 troopers from
his hobby of chasTennessee, north1ng down - and
ern Alabama and
also fleeing from "We're trying to
northern
Missothe r re-enaclors.
1ssipp1.
do
everything
as
The
Niagara
Then there's
Falls, NY , native historically accuPr1vate Trapasso,
1s among what he rate as we can.
the lone trooper
estimated to be
from Kentucky.
Because when
about 70,000 Ameri
Trapasso said
c ans who, each people are
he fights in as
year, revel at chargmany as a dozen
ing into the era that watching us, we
mock battles a
killed or crippled want them to see
year.
more than 646,000
His
resume
and learn this is
people.
reads like a guide
to many Civil War
The second pri- the way the cavority of a Civil War
battles: Gettysburg,
the Wilderness,
re - enactor , alry fought."
Shi loh,
ChattaTrapasso said, "is
- Michael Trapasso nooga, Tunne l Hill,
you have to find an
impression that you
geography/geology professor Stone's
Rive r ,
Parker's Crossing
like to do. Some
and Sacramento.
people are infantry.
Trapasso d oes not, however,
Some are artillery. I happen to
restrict his hobby exclusively to
be drawn to the cavalry.
"Probably some of that comes the Civil War. During s ummers
from John Wayn e movies," he travels to Montana, where he
Trapasso admitted. " I mean, transforms himself into a First
John Wayne never walked into Lieutenant in the 2nd U.S.
battle. He rode into battle. The Cavalry, fighting Crow Indian recavalry has always had that kind enactors.
The fact that their mild-manof a romantic image, but that's
only part of it. The other thing is nered professor spends much of
that I happen lo like horses. It's his free time fighting bloody Civil
an interesting cha llenge to go War and Indian battles surprised
into battle as a team. Because some of his 121 meteorology stuyou are a team You and this dents.
"I wouldn't think it," said
horse have got to operate as one
Ross Flemming, a freshman from
fighting machine."
He owns historically accurate Brentwood, Tenn.
"I think he's a great teacher,"
weapons, but relies on fe llow reenactors lo provide his mounts, Flemming added. "He knows his
stuff. I see him come into class
he said.
Re-enacting 1s an expensive without lecture notes, and he
hobby. According to Trapasso, he tells us everything r ight off the
calculated he'd spent over $2,000 top of his head. He's really
knowledgeable."
to outfit himself.
Ranette Releford, a Syracuse,
Re-enactors buy their equipment, Trapasso said. from mer- NY., Junior, said she loves how
chants called "sutlers," who, as interesting Trapasso's teaching
style is
in history, follow soldiers from
"He gets really excited durbattle lo battl e , gouging the
prices they charge re-enactors ing class, he really does, "
and spectators alike, just as their Releford said. "You can see it
predecessors did.
in his eyes . He shows that he
Trapasso thrives not upon the has passion about what he's
victories or losses deciding the talking about , and he really
fate of a nation He seeks the wants to get it across to you. He
heartpound1ng, adrenaline rush seems really wrapped up in the
that comes only from sweaty, things that he does with meteoVictonan derring-do
ro logy, so for him to be doing
He said regardless of which s omething els e that doesn ' t
side wins a fight, what he looks have to do with meteorology
for is the kind of thrill generated
seems kind of a little bit weird
only by living through the utter
confusion of close, fervent, faux to me"
Because of an academic concombat. fought in a heavy wool
fe
rence,
Trapasso missed the
uniform on a swelter;ng summer
Battle of Shiloh re-enactment that
afternoon
"We're trying to do everything took place the first week of April
as his toncally a cc urate as we at the National Military Park in
ca n ," Trapasso s aid " Beca use Tennessee , where 13,973 soldiers
when people are watching us, we died 1n 1862 Fortunately, the
want them to see a nd learn this Ba ttl e of Sacra mento re-enact
menl, in nearby McLean County,
1s the way the cavalry fought "
Nonethe less, North and South happens in rmd-May.
"That's Just an h our and 15
commonly take turns winnrng.
according to Trapasso Because minutes from my driveway,"
it 1s just a hobby, re-enactors Trapasso said
C ONTINUE D FROM PAGE

FESTIVAL:

Students laugh, cry
filmmaker from Nashville and a
Western graduate, directed the
audience for a scene in his next
feature film, "The Wanna-be's "
The film is about a filmmaker trying to get into a film festival
Crowell based the story on his
personal experiences.
He started writing the screenplay about a year ago Last night's
scene was the first he filmed for
the movie, while he will start the
rest of the filming in two weeks
He asked for two reactions first a hearty laugh, then a loud,
horrifying scream.
He also asked Boles to throw
popcorn during the screamrng
scene, but Boles ate some of the
popcorn and Crowell noticed.
" Don't eat all the popcorn ,
dude 1" Crowell said.
The first shot was of the audi-

ence laughing On cue, the audience laughed loudly, putting their
arms up. 'I\vo guys even high-lived
each other.
At the scary scene, the popcorn
new Some people were hiding
under their chatrs, some ran from
their seats and some simply
ducked One girl s tood up and
spun around screanung.
When it was over, Crowell was
satisfied with the resull
"Thank you, that was awe
some!" he said
The audience responded with
loud applause
The audience members
enjoyed their brief chance to be
in a film.
"I got to throw popcorn; I don't
get to do that in everyday life,"
Boles said "It was great "

J.
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'Spider' weaves predictable web
Review: ·Along
Came a Spider·
Grade: CB,

u COMPTO:\
lleraldfilm critzr

l\1JCIIF

"Alon~ Came a Spider" 1s the
orst kind of psychological
thriller 11' .s not vcr) thrilling
and the attempts at plot twists
are pn•dictable for most people But e~en people who don't
see the surprises con11ng won't
care
The mone 1s a prequel to
1997's "K I SS the Gtrls" which
was in itself an inexplicable
box office s u ccess. l\lorgan
Freeman returns as detect1,·e
Alex Cross.
As the movie begins, Cross
loses his partner 111 a sling
operation that goes sour (the
special effects during this segment are so cheesy, you don't
know whether to gasp or c huckle) and goes into seclusion.
\1

When a congressman ' ., clone J , II) one
Une of m) biggest problems
daughter 1s abduetcd from the
prl\atc school she 1s attendrng
1, 1th the film 1111nor spoiler
Cros~ 1~ contacted b) the kid- alert here) 1s that the kidnapper
napper, end1n!! his ,abba11cal 1. reveulcd way loo earl) 111 thl•
and forerng h1111 to tenm up with 1110\ 1e Grantee!, we i,oon learn
n Secret Sernce agent C\to111ca that there 1~ more than one perPotter) to fmcl the girl
~on 10\'0ll ed in the k1rlnnpp111g.
but sttll an!,
There real
tension that
1) isn't anrhnve
th1ng
over
There is just nothing sus- could
been b111 It b)
11 hclm1ngly
penseful about this film. not ft'\'ealini:
bad about this
the 1dent1l) 1s
film
Sure ,
No one ever seems as
lost
'.\lon1ca Polter
menacing as they should.
Tlwrc
t!i
1s 1n way over
Just nothing
her head, taksuspenseful
ing a role she
clearly not capable of. Hey. about this film . No one ever
l\lon1ca! Here·s some ad\'1ce. seems as mena cing as the)
Stick to the Freddie Prinze Jr. should be and no one 1s ever in
and "Patch Adams" movies, as much danger as the mo\'1e
they are more in your range as wants t o make you believe
they're in
an actress.
And anyone who even
Unfortunately there isn't
anything overwhelmingly good remotely saw Car)· Elwes as the
about this film, either. Sure, it's bad guy 10 the first film will see
nice lo see a couple of my per- the finale of this one co n11ng
sonal favorite character actors from a mile away.
- Dylan Baker and Penelope
The fact 1s " Kiss The Girls"
Ann Miller - 1n small roles , is a far superior film , and that
even 1f they could have been isn't anything l9 brag about.
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PICKS: Plenty of music next week
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I'll break down the next few
days for ya.
(I n sert swal l owing n oises
hyah)
♦ OK. Bowling Green guitar
hero Tommy Womack and
rowdy local band Ray Brauer's
Bleedin' Blues rock out from 4
to 7 this afternoon on DUC
South Lawn al the Government
and Political Society picnic.
I 've seen both these acts
with my own eyes (and my glasses). and they're bluestaslic.

Ray Brauer's jam their first
chord at about 5, Womack
starts workm' his mojo at 6.
And since folks wit de blues
is broke, it's free .
• I don't think I'm alone
now in saying I can't wait lo see
Tiffany trip-ho ppin' from 12 to
2 p .m. Monda y on DUC South
Lawn'
Here 10 my heart I ' m sure
some of you freshmen are too
young to remember her, but
trust me when I tell you that
she's the coolest girl this side
of the Pecos

Does anyone e lse f111d it
ironic that my P icks of the
Weekend don't even take place
on the weekend?
Hoo-ha-ho!
Columnist Jacob Bennett sat
alone in a boggy marsh, totally
motionless e:,;cept for his heart.
Mud flowed up into Jake 's paJa•
mas. When they caLLed him at
745 -6291 or e-ma1led him at
Jacobmbennett@hotmail.com, he
totally confused all the passmg
piranhas. He's in my head, but he
might be dead.
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15,000 STUDENTS, $11 8.5 MILLION
SPENT ANNUALLY (HECK OUT WHAT WE HAVE
TO OFFER. HERALD ADVERTISING - 745-6287

Short messagino Seruice
now Huailable!f
now Get...
E-mail
Sports Scores
Stock Ouotes
news Headlines
HUOn YourWireless Phone!
Thoroughbred Square
(Behind Rafferty's)

Kroger Shopping Center
Nashville Rd. & Campbell Ln.

846-46()()

Fairview Plaza
Shopping Center
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ome Restrictions May Apply.
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*See Stores for. Details.
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News of the Weird

________ -----=A=pril 12, 2og1
10. ~ a n d Model
ROClalUy Association (abbleY.)
11.Dtl!e<encetoen-13. Aclcl used 10 produce nylon
15. LJMsurely Slrol In Merida
18. Female name

by Chuck
Shepherd

20.T 24.IJvew,lh

26,Reucutff
27. The South
28. TlesuP
29. Bteathe through 'de nose·
31 , _ _ Cane
32. Cove<wtthcre8111 Cheese
33. A..fer, e.g.
35. Oreued to the _ _
37. Big _ _
39 Getlhere
43. Skin on top of head (pl)
45. Era
•7 What can be In a hole
49. An leeOOrg does lhls
51. Prejudice
52. Wight, e.g.
53. A regular anendee
55. Loyal Scot
S7 Sulenness
58 F,tzgerald
60. Eli.z:aDelh Aman MlS one
61Howl
63. Atch

What you can learn after your gen eel
Al least 1,400 college students are majoring in "golf' at eight univers1lles, with more schools about to start programs, according to a
March Wall Street Journal report One school just completed a $1.1
million student "learning laboratory" (that 1s, a model golf clubhouse),
part of what is necessary to meet the demand for pros as new or
expanded U S. courses open at the rate of about one a day. Curricula
include business classes, turf science, and many, many rounds of golf.

Clog your bleeding or it could cost you
In February, Ohio prison officials sent the state finance board the
preliminary medical bill for correcting a convicted murderer·s severe
nosebleed· $160,303 (but final costs are expected to be added). The
man, who 1s serving 15 years lo life, is a hemophiliac who asked for
surgery to correct chronic sinusitis.
~

Wanna see my organ collection?

.u. Acelale Is one
46. Powor from a nuclear _ _
48. One ol ~
·• mo-.
50, Wound p,otectlon
51. TomHanka'hraI11amngmovie
54. Presldan~• office
56. Laaw wtlhou1 pem,iUOI
59. Atnangle
62. Some are fo, foocball bets
84.FntHebrewle118<
65 OyequanlJly
66. Brain box
67 Evening tn Roma
68. Isle tn E. England
69. Remaln

1 Tld8

5. B..,._ tobaccO by1)1'0duct

Pediatric pathologist Dr Dick Van Velden lost his hospital job in
the Netherlands in February afler an examination of his storage locker in Liverpool, England, revealed that he had removed (for research
purposes but without parental permission) and stored the organs of
more than 800 deceased children (in addition to a cluld's head, which
he kept in a jar). Two days later, prosecutors in Halifax, Nova Scotia,
where he also recently worked, asked for extradition so that Van
Velden could explain the presence of children's organs in healsealed bags in a locker in that city. Colleagues interviewed by
Canada's National Post suggest Van Velden was so absorbed with his
research that he simply collected organs and forgot about them

8. Nol close
12. Top grade ol gasolne
14. Birthday count
15. t.a _ _ de ma tante

16 Fnge,ed

17. T,gera
19 Lowest pomt

21 Speed$up
Z2. Race distance
23. October bonhstone
25. Whal willows do
27 Satyr
JO.N9ars
33. Type of center
34 Conl,-t

You can sue for just about anything
James ··scoll'" Hooper. a student at Oklahoma Stale University, had
his lawsuit against Pizza Shuttle tossed out by a Stillwater, Okla.,
court in October He had sued for $7 because his pizza contained the
wrong toppings, which he mistakenly ate part of. Hooper said he
turned down an out-of-court settlement of a $4-off coupon

00WH
1 Pnoress. e.g.

36.Cuny

2. Style

38. Yaks an, a type

3. Hindu pmcrple of Ide

39 o.no
40. Patella
41 ColUTibusah,p
42. Ho,w con1rol

4

E.-<cel

5. _ _ O"Shanter
6. Used u gelling agent
7. Slgn up agatn lor a magazine

"3. ca, type

8. MOdelcarol

9.Gaso4me
r

Jesus could be at your local pizzeria
In March, motorists in Stone Mountam. Ga . reported seeing the
image of Christ in a forkful of spaghetti on a Pizza Hut billboard. One
woman said the image caused he r to abandon plans to quit her
church choir

u
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That means you need cash.

Failed robbery techniques

Earn up to $150 a month by donating regularly.
ind out how thousands of students have earned spend in
oney at WKU. Donating, you sit back in a lounge cha
and read, study, talk or just meet people. 60 min. later
they're up and away, smiling, Cash in Hand.
Come... it :S that easy.

MacArthur Wheeler, 46, was sentenced to 24 years in prison in
Pittsburgh in J anuary, a conviction made possible by clear photography from the bank's surveillance camera. Wheeler and his partner
did not wear masks, and in fact were not concerned about the camera
at all, because they had rubbed lemon Juice over their faces beforehand in the belief that the substance would bl ur their on-camera
images.

Bowling Green Biologicals

''Where it pays to be a lifesaver"

A creative way to celebrate
On Dec. 5, for the 17th consecutive yea r, hundreds of Thai men
underwent free vasectomies to honor King Bhumibol Adulyadej, 69,
on his birthday. The day-long festivities included free food and dri nk
and a condom-inflating champ1onsh1p The king has been praised by
family-planning organizations for cutting Thailand's population
growth rate by two-thirds over the last 25 yea rs.
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times and we will give you $ IO more. Bribe them for
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For years you've been told that size doesn't matter but the College
Heights Herald is here to tell you Lhat the size or your resume or portfolio can de0nitely be the detemtlnlng factor when you go to land that
dream Job. So don't let lhe perfocl job get away from you because
you're lacking where it counts. Start building yoUr resume with experience today from the Herald and you'll never be turned down for lack or
experience. Apply today In 122 Garrett Conferen ce Center.

D e adlines:
April 18 - Editor & Advertising Manager
A ril 23 - all o ther positions
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Must be 21 to enter
Mon. - Sat. 2pm - 2am
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Girls toke
the stage
Mon - Wed

2PM • 2AM
Thur • Sat
'1PM • '1AM
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Dancer Positions Avolloble
1316 Old Louisville Rd. (270) 796-9200

Happy hour
Sl 50 beer
S3 00 mixed drinks
Monday - all night
Sl 50 Miller Lite
Tuesday - all night
Sl50 Miller High life
All major Credit Cards a«e pted
1316 Old Louisville Rd. (270) 796-9200

Sports
Tops split
matches
with Bruins
Teams have two
matches this weekend
BY KEITH FARNER

Herald reporter
The tennis teams will look to
capitalize on a couple of home
matches
when
they
face
Cumberland and David Lipscomb
tomorrow and Saturday
Yesterday the learn played in
Nashville
against
Bel mom
University al the Davis Complex
The Western men continued
their inconsistent play of late and
were swept by Belmont 4-0
Western senior Michael Lindskog
fell in straight sets 6-3. 6-0
Freshman Evalds
Jurans and Junior
J .J Ball also lost
for
the
Hilltoppers, who
have lost three
matches in a row
and
dropped
below .500 again
at 6-7. The teams
only played six
men
matches because
the Bruins had
clinched the match Teams usually
play six singles matches and three
doubles.
Jurans has gotten out of shape
after missing pracllces because of
his class schedule
" I should have probably won
the first set but I'm not in shape
like 1 think I should," he said. "I
had my chance lo make 1t a
match"
The Belmont men have now
won 15 matches in a row.
"They've always been strong
and solid but we played our
game," Ball said.
The Western women won four
of six singles matches to improve
their record to 11-4. The only smgles matches Western lost were in
straight sets at the No. 1 and No. 2
positions. Junior
Therese
Johansson
dropped
her
match to Alba
Garcia 7-5, 7-5 in
windy conditions.
Johansson
defeated Garcia
in
an indoors
women
match
earlier
this
season
Sophomore L1ene Rozentale fell
to Starr StefTner 6-1, 7-5.
"In the second set I had the
break point and Just couldn't get
the last point," Johansson said. "l
beat her indoors so it was frustrating."
In the No 6 smgles match, Lady
Topper sophomore Amanda
Cummin.l'
defeated
Kristina
l\lukhsiyan in three sets. 6-2, 2-6, 64 The Lady Brums took two of
three doubles matches.
Like Western, the Belmont
men's team 1s also loaded with
international players. Five of the
six men are from outside the
United States. The Belmont men's
team 1s also still adJustmg to
D1V1s1on 1 play. They started playing at this level in 1997 and last
season was their first with a wm
mng record m D1v1s1on I.
The Belmont women are playing their final season as a D1v1sion
I independent before moving Lo
the Trans Atlantic Athletic
Conference m 2002.
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Junior catcher Ryan Cattell keeps Austin Peay catcher Brendan Loughrey from scoring. Western won 8-2. The Hilltoppers

travel to Las Cruces, N.M., this weekend for a three-game series against Sun Belt Conference foe New Mexico State.

Western slams Austin Peay
Hutchison sets
school records

"Damn, that is cold,"
Hutchison said as he tried to
r emove some of the ice t ha t
fell out of the water
bucket and into his
u nifor m.
Hutchiso n (6-5) not
only broke two records
set by former p i tc her
Heath Haynes, he a lso
delivered the Hill-toppers a muc h needed
dominant
pitchi ng
performance .
Hutchison pitched seven
innings, allowing six hits and
no earned runs while striking
out six
"I got shelled against
South Alabama," Hutchison
said " I Just wanted to come
out and get back on track "

Head coach Joel Murrie
praised Hutchison's game
performance and his career
accomplishm e n ts
"The common term
used for Hutch 1s 'competitor,"' Murrie said.
"I don't know if that 1s
a good e nough statement. Ryan 1s a good
comp etitor with great
stuff and he knows how
to use it.
"Haynes surpassed
all odds and ended up making
the big leagues, pitching in
the Sho"' Thal should make
Hutch feel special about what
he has accomplished "
Western
(22-15)
gave
Hutchison an early 3-0 lead
sending nine players to the

8

B Y M I C H EAL COM PTON

Herald reporter
Senior
pitcher
Ryan
Hutchison stood talking to
reporters
after
Tuesday
night's 8-2 victory against
Austin Peay, reflecting on his
accomplishments.
While Hutchison spoke of
career win No 25 and career
inning No. 266, both new
Hilltopper records, his teammates crept behind him and
delivered a victory shower
worthy of a champion

WKU
2
APU

plate in the second inning
Junior designated hitter Jeff
Pacholke drew a one-out walk
and advanced lo lh1 rd on
Junior third baseman Tanner
Townsend's s i ngle to center.
Afte r sopho more center
fielder David Lower hit a sac
rifice fly to right field that
scored Pacholke , Rodriguez
str oked a double down the
right field lin e that scor ed
Townsend.
Senior left fielder Matt
Fox was safe at first when
Governors first baseman A.J
Ellis couldn't find the bag to
force out Fox Senior second
baseman
Brian
Houdek
walked to load the bases, and
SH
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Losing streak continues for softball_ team
Poor defense, no
offense hurt Toppers
B, JACOB BENNETT

Herald reporter
Tl was a bad case of deJa vu
for Leslie Phelan.
For the second time in a
week, Western's head softball
coach watched her team play
miserably in the first half or a
series, then come back and play
close in the second half
The end result of all those
games was the same: Western
losses.

College Heights

Southern
Illinois' 9-1 and
1-0 v1ctor1es in
last night's doubleheader lefl
the Hilltoppers
(16 24, 1-7) on a
six-game losmg
streak.
The
series
finale was eerily similar to the
end of Flonda International's
weekend sweep of the Toppers·
a 1-0 victory decided in the
final al-bat.
This time an error by senior
first baseman Shanon Shearle
with the bases loaded in the
seventh allowed the dec1d1ng
run lo score

9,1

SIU
1,0
\VKU

She tried to backhand a
grounder by SIU sophomore
outfielder Kendra Moore, and
the ball went off her glove and
into the loss column.
Searle was upset with herself, but she was proud of her
team 's refusal to quit after
Western lost the first game 9-1
in six 1nmngs with the mercy
rule
"A lot of teams if they get
run ruled in the first game, they
would come out in the second
game with their heads down,
but we still fight," she said
"That's one thing I like about
our team. But you have to score
a run to win the ballgame, and
we can't do that right now "
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The error wasted another
good pitching effort by senior
Veronica Giddens, who allowed
only three hits 1n the game
Giddens (8-7) even had two hits
of her own at the plate, though
neither led to runs
" It's fruslratmg," she said. "I
just think that, I don't know,
there's nothing I can do "
Giddens wasn't the only
pitcher to hit well in the series
SIU sen ior
pitcher Erin
Slremsterfer held the Lady
Tops to one run and supported
her own cause at the plate,
going 4-4 with three RBI and
two runs scored.
S EE 5 llEAK 1
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Track prepares for
Florida meet, heat
Confidence levels vary
between team members
B v ERIN BRAZLEY

Herald reporter

Moore tore his hamstring durmg
last weekend's meet
"There 1s no way of replacing
them," Track and Field Coach
Long said. "We're gomg to have
to accept their loss "

Cronin qualifies for NCAA

Sophomore distance runner
Some members of the track Olga Cronin placed first in the
team are confident and know 3,000-meter steeplechase at the
they will do well in Saturday's
meet m Tallahassee. Fla , while Cardinal Challenge m Lou1sv11le
on Saturday. It was Cronin's first
others aren' t so confident
Western will run against Florida time competing in the event.
State , Florida A&M and Cronin's time qualtfaed her to
Bethune-Cookman College in the compete m the NCAA meet She
1s ranked 24th in the nation for
meet.
" I'm going to go out there and the event.
do great," said freshman hurdler
" It was a really nice surMatt McClure
prise," Cronm
" Nothing will
sa id. "I was
keep me from
surprised I
"I suck. I'm tired of not
domg well "
was first."
Freshman performing at the level I
The Cardshot
putter
inal
ChalAlan Treece expect myself to."
lenge was hot
isn' t so confi-Alan Treece and wrndy,
dent
which didn't
" I suck,'' he
freshman shot putter prove well for
said "I'm tired
of not performthe team as 1t
mg at the level
finished last
I expect myself to I 'm going to of four sch-ools. Junior sprinter
put in as much practice time as I Nick Washum said he will try to
can, from l to 5 p m "
rest and stay out of the sun.
The temperature in TallahasLong said he would rather his
see 1s predicted to be 87 degrees athletes be hot because they
this weekend and being over•
have to get used to running in
heated never helps anyone
Another problem the team the heal before the Sun Belt
has to face 1s losing two of its Conference meet in New
members to inJuries. Sophomore Orleans, La, May 11-13.
"This meet will provide
s printer Justin Miller 1rr1tated
hi s tendon and hamstring and strong competition m areas we
freshman distance runner Matt are weak 1n," Long said
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Stremsterfer benefited from
a bad day by Western freshman
pitcher Allison Silver (6-9),
who gave up two hits, four
walks, and five runs m the first
mning.
Sophomore pitcher Katie
Swertfager gave up three more
runs 10 the second inning.
"We dug ourselves a hole
that was too big for us to get
out of," Phelan said "We can't
give good teams runs to work
with
"We need to get over the
hump and score some runs to
get our pitchers some wins
when they play well "
This Saturday the Tops face
a far less mllmidating p1tch1ng
staff than Southern Illinois'
ERA of 1.11.
The Tops are scheduled to
play a doubleheader at I p.m
at Austin Peay (10-26), whose

games rained out

pitching staff ERA is a le ss- at Indiana State was rained
impressive 3.60.
out.
Their bats aren't much
Phelan wasn 't happy that
warmer. The
her
team
Lady
Govs
made the trip
have been no- "We can't give good
to
Indiana
hit twice and
and didn't get
s hut out 12 teams runs to work with.
to play, espetimes this sea- We need to get over the
cially since
son.
Western beat
hump and score some
But Austin
them tw ice
Peay
isn't runs to get our pitchers
last season
waiting for some wins when they
"I
don ' t
know how well
the Tops un we would have
armed. Jumor play well."
played ."
utility player
- Leslie Phelan Phelan said " I
Misty Claude
softball head coach expected them
has belted 10
to be better
HRs and has
this year But
36
RBI.
any time you
Sophomo re shortstop Jenny get game experience 1t helps
Kelley 1s right with her at 10 you "
and 31.
Like Western' s other seven
The Tops were supposed to games that were canceled this
get two games in on Tuesday, season due to bad weather, those
but a scheduled doubleheader games will not be rescheduled

Ideas? Complaints? Call the Herald at 745-6011.
Free Pickup
And Delivery
Anywhere In
Bowling Green
And W.K.U.

1-888-872-9813
Campus Representatives Wanted
Earn $500 or Better Per Week Part Time
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New rule makes scheduling
big-name schools even harder
UK game ago
for next season
BY TRAVIS WI LL I AMS

Herald reporter
Mid-maJor schools can't seem
to win for losing.
The NCAA voted on a piece
of legislation Tuesday 1in11llng
the number of games men's col
lege basketball teams can play
to 29, effective in the 2002-2003
season.
This means bigger schools
would have to cul out preseason
tournaments such as the Maui
lnv1tational and The Great
Alaskan Shootout to ensure a
chance al post-season play without forfeiture of games
Such tournaments often provided fans with a chance to see
high-powered teams head lo head
al a neutral site
The Hi II toppers will play the
Um\'ers1ty of Kentucky next season in the National Association of
Basketball Coaches Tournament
The WIidcats had refused repeat

ed offers from Western to play an
outright season opener on several
occas ions. However, Kentucky
had less control of the situation
with the NABC matching the two
teams together in its annual tow·nament.
"It makes I l tough on
Western," Athletics Director
Wood Selig said on scheduling
big name schools "It makes it
tough on a ny school We're not
going to get them on our noor
You can get them on their noor
anytime. But you want a chance
to play them at a neutral site."
The old rule allowed 28 games
with preseason tournaments and
and conference tournament
counting as one game. The new
rule would count each ind1v1dual
preseason game as one against
the team's 29-game ltm1t
Creighton coach Dana Altman
knows that the rule will put
smaller programs such as his at
an even larger disadvantage.
"We would never have had a
chance to play Providence on a
neutral court," Altman said in an
interview with ESPN.com.
"Exempted tournaments give the
smaller schools an opportunity lo

play the bigger teams on a n eutral floor By add ing an extra
game 1n the season, well, all that
does 1s give the power schools
another chance Lo buy a home
game and it makes it even harder
for us to schedule."
And strength of sched ule is
what ol\en determines whether a
team is invited to the NIT o r
NCAA Tournament But with the
absence of the preseason tournaments that requirement will be
harder to meet
"It's a very poor rule for college basketball," men's basketball coach Dennis Felton said
"It's a worse rule for schools like
us It Lakes away chances for us
to play higher-caliber teams that
the NCAA selection says we have
to play.
" . The top conferences are
trying to circle their wagons and
horde all the money and all the
spots 1n the tournament
(Coaches) have no say 1n the mat
ter when we should have the
most because we know more
about 1l.
"We're being ignored and not
trusted "

RETURNED
MERCHANDISE SALES
ft:RMTl'RE, CLOSE 0LrT, MAIL ORDER RETllR:\S

We Have

DEALS

Hours

Mon-Sat
10 - 6
You Won't want
to miss!

(21'7®) o/il-§<IDllS>

870 Fairview Ave
Bowling Creen, Ky 42101

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES
BOARD PRESENTS

FOXHOLE
MUSIC FOR
NINTENDO
CAULFIELD
SOLUTION
8PM, THIS SATURDAY

AT WKU NITECLASS

SLAMS:

Tops face
NMS this
weekend
CONTINUED FR O M PAGE
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sophomore first baseman D.J
Johnson walked on four p1 tch es, scoring Rodriguez.
Pacholke added a solo home
run in the third, before tht
Governors (17-16) took advan
tage of senior second baseman
Brian Houdek dropping a relay
throw from Rodriguez to score
two unearned runs 1n the
fourth
Houdek doubled home
Louis Rodriguez and scored on
Junior 'tcher Ryan Cattell's
RBI single lo extend the lead
to 6-2 after four inn ings
Western struck again m the
sixth, as Pacholke led off with
a single lo center field, and
Townsend again singled him to
third on a hit-and-run. Lower
followed with an RBI single,
giving the Hilltoppers a 7-2
lead
Western added its final run
in the seventh when junior outfie Id er Jerry Cecil walked,
stole second base, and scored
on Fox's RBI single.
Weste rn travels to Las
Cruces, N .M., for a three-game
showd own with S un Belt
Conference rival New Mexico
Slate (25- 14), looking Lo
improve a 6-6 SBC record. The
Aggies are 3-8, last in the conference
" Thi s series is huge,"
Houdek said. "We have a shot
at sweeping them. The goa l is
to win two of three, but w e
have to sta rt getting greedy
and think sweep."
Game times are 7 p . m .
Friday and Saturday, and 2
p .m. Sunday.

Covering Western civilization
since 1925.
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Rent Starting at

Luxury Living for College Students
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Sports Briefs

WESTER\ SPORTS SCOREC.\RD
I

----- - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - -Coaches All-District 7 team. He game in the 71st minute

Marcus gets another
award

Although the men's basketball
team's season has been finished
for weeks now , junior center
Chris Marcus 1s slill racking up
awards.
His most recent came Tuesday
with a place on the United States
Basketball Writers Association
All District 4 team. Marcus averaged 16.7 points a game this year
lo go with 12 rebounds.
The 7-foot 1 center was also
named
an
All-American
Honorable Menl.ion and was
named
to
the
National
Association of Basketball

was also Player of the Year in the
Sun Belt Conference , Most
Outstanding Player in the conference tournament, the Sun Belt
Defensive Player ~f the Year and
was named to the All-Conference
team.
- Travis Williams

Soccer team wins
exhibition game
Western ' s soccer team
defeated the Nashville Metros,
1-0, in an exhibition game at
the WKU Soccer Complex
Monday. Junior Jay Michaelson
scored the only goal of the

The Metros are a minor
league professional team. The
win was the Hilltoppers' third
straight over the Metros.
- Malcolm C. Knox

Canoe competition
Saturday
The Ohio Valley Concrete
Canoe Competition will be held at
noon Saturday at Basil Griffin
Park. Teams expected to compete
include Western, Kentucky,
Cincinnati
and
Dayton.
Preliminary races are scheduled
to begin at noon, and final races at
2p.m.
-Malcolm C. K1Wl:

IW-L

Team

Next

Men's tennis

6-7

tomorrow vs. Cumberland

Women's tennis

11-4

tomorrow vs. Cumberland

Track

Saturday at Florida

*

Softball

16-24

Saturday at Austin Peay

Baseball

22-15

tomorrow at New Mexico State

Men's golf

*
*

--

Women's golf

Tuesday 16 at Madison, Ill.

I today at EKU

•Track and golf do not keep win-loss records.

Western Sports Schedule
.. ·- .

1

Friday, April 13

Saturday, April 14
.

2:30 p.m.

$3.00

----

-

11 a.m. Tennis

Tennis vs.
Cumberland
atWestem
Baseball at New
Mexico State

Monday, April 16 I Tuesday, April 17
--

Sunday, April 15

-- -

Mens Golf at
Madison, Ill.

Baseball at New
Mexico State

vs. David
Llpscombat
Western
Baseball at New
I Mexico State
Softball at
Austin Peay

-

-

-·

Wednesday, April 18

6p.m.
, Baseball at
Baseball
University of
vs.Vanderbilt Kentucky
at Western
Mens Golf at
Madison, Ill.

I
I

I

i

THURSDAY NIGHTS IN APRIL
8 PM TO MIDNIGHT
FREE FOOD. MUSIC. AND DANCING.
GIVEAWAYS ALL NIGHT LONG
KARAOKE & WWF WRESTLING
FOR UNLIMITED BOWLING AND BILLIARDS.

.. : : ~
DUC 4TH FLOOR
~ · APRIL 12 FOR MORE DETAILS

~=.=.<
~

Got an Opinion? We've got a place for you to
stick it? Herald Opinion page - 7 45-60 I I

\Vet T-shirt Car \V ash
April 12th
TODAY
Advanced Auto Parts
2223 Russellville Rd.
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Sponsored by: 0 O
Alpha Gamma Delta
Donations Appreciate d

Choose One
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was voted best burger flip
mo nths that I was th
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Open House

Thur, .. r\pril. l'J
2:JCl - 4:3() Pi\.l

109 Carrell
Conforcncc C1.:11tcr
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Placing classifieds: •Call 745-6287or fax your ad to 745-2697.

The P.ncc: •$5.00 for firs1 15 words, 25¢ each addmonal word.
Dcadlin~: •Tucsday:S paper js F_riday at 4 p.m.
•Thursdays pdper IS 1 ucsday a1 ll p.m.

Help Wanted

For Rent

Roon1mate Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Close to WKU! 2 BDRM apartment, $400/mo. plus utilities and
deposit. l BDRM, $300/mo
Call 842-6674.

Looking for someone to take
over May-August lease at
Western Place Apartments.
Lease private bedroom and bath
for $275/mo., plus utilities.
Apartment is right across from
the pool. Call 782 0977

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Grou ps
Earn $1000-$2000
this semester with the eas~
Campusfundra1ser.com
three-hour fund raising event
No sales required Fundra1~ing
dates are filling quickly,
so call today! Contact
Campusfundra1ser com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit

$$ Get paid for your op101ons! $$

...•.•......•..

Great Deal! Very nice 2-3 BDRM
apartments 1328 Adams Street.
Deposit/lease required.
$350-$500/mo. No pets.
Call 846 2397
JUST FOR \VKlJ STUDENTS!
We pre-lease for May or August
move-in and we guarantee you a
1 or 2 BDRM apartment. Newly
decorated units, on-sate laun
dry, pool for summer fun and a
whole lot more 2 BDRM, $415,
1 BDRM, $350. Call today1
781-5471

•..............

For Sale

www camousfundra1ser com.

Computer desk in good
condition. Will take $50 for it
Call 796-3115
Got stuff? Get rid of 1t!
Advertise your "for sale" items
in the Herald Classifieds.

2 BDRM apartment at 1167
Kentucky Street. $400/mo.
Uhltt1es paid Please call
8434753

Lost & Found

Close to Campus l BDRM
apartments, $275-$300/mo. plus
utilities. 1305 and 1309 Center
St. Lease and deposit required
846-2397.

Stolen Aprtl 6, 2001 American
Flag and flagpole, 1300 block of
Chestnut Street. Reward.
745-5728 or 842-8804.

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
For summer, or next school
year, or both, unfurnished
4 BDRIU house, one block from
Lambda Chi house Wall accomodate 4, 5, or 6 persons. Plenty
of room - 4 BDRMS, 1 1/2 bathrooms, large kitchen with appliances, separate dining room,
separate laundry room with
washer & dryer, large living
room, large outdoor patio
Bargain rent: during School
Year, $205 ea/mo for 4 persons
(less for 5 or 6), and utilities
Negoliable. Summer, Half
Price Appointment necessary
for showing. Phone Dr. Weso, 24
hours, 745-5882 (office) or
270-646-3425 (home 1n Glasgow).

2 BDRM at 1403 State Street.
All appliances furnished, cen
tral heat/ air, $350. 3 BDRM, 2
bath, central heat/ air. 1354
Center, $550. 781-8307.
Apartment Hunting?
Is your lease up or are you Just
tired of dorm life? Chandler
Real Estate manages apartment
homes, townhouses, and houses
throughout Bowling Green. We
are entering into the busiest
season, so don't wait until the
best apartment locations are
gone. Call Nate or Mike today to
get the jump on everyone else.
782-8282.
DORMS CLOSING FOR THE
SUMMER?
Summer Leases are Now
Available.
THE GABLES
1909CREASONSTREET
846-1000
Attention! Excellent summer
rates. Efficiencies, 1, 2, 3 & 4
BDRM apartments. Most
utilities paid, including gas.
Clean and nice. Many near
campus. Deposit. No pets.
Huge savings. 782-9486
Apartment for rent close to
WKU $275, all utilities paid
except electricity. Deposit
required 626 E. 14th Street.
782-3556 or cell, 791-7354.
ljOl Apts. Next to campus.
2 BDRM. Air, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, W/D hook-up
$450/mo., $300 deposit, lease.
Call 7814689.

2 BDRM apartment at 326 E
14th St., next to WKU, $395.
2 BDRM apartment, 1177
Kentucky St., $325 3 BDRM
house, 1409 Longview, $575. We
have others! Call 781-8307.
1252 Kentucky Street, 4 BDRM,
$750/mo. plus utilities. No pets.
Deposit required. 781-7731 or
783-8082, leave message.
Summer's almost here...
Advertise your rental property
in the Herald Classifieds.
Only four chances ten.
Call 745-2653 today!

SUl\11\tER CAI\JP JOBS.
Help girls grow strong and make
lifelong friends 1 Girl Scouts of
Kentuckiana Job openings,
Camp Pennyroyal & Bear Creek
Aquatic Camp, Western KY.
Unit Counselors, Waterfront
Director, Lifeguards, Boating
Director, Canoe/Kayak
Instructor Great benefits'
Apply onhne at
www.kygirlscoutcamps.org or
call Lisa Gunterman,
1-888-7715170, ext.234.

Earn Sl5-$125
and more per survey 1
www.money4opinions.com.

....•..........

COMPUTER MAJORS/MINORS.
Law Clerk needed Jr./Sr status
preferred. Part-time positions
Send resumes to 607 E. 10th
Ave., Bowling Green, KY 42101

...............

HELP WANTED
SUl\lMER INTERNSllIP

All1za Sports Turf 1s a multifaceted company dealing in the
athletic field and golf course
construction areas Travel
includes the Kentucky and
Tennessee areas. Must be willmg to work hard Prevailing
wage projects are eminent for
the summer. Please call
(270) 842-0473.

...............

••••.••........

Business Services

Box of Rocks
New, used, llue & Import C.Os,
Incense, oils, candles, posters
& prmts, stickers, patches,
t-sb1rh, books, mags, beads
and jewelry.
ouer 1 ,eee DUDs
for rent!
We poy up to $6 for your

CDs.

917 Broodwoy 795-9743
OPEN Sundoys

Got
Pictures?
Quality
photography
service at an
inexpensive
price.

842-3552
Hera(rJ C(aniFierJr or,(ir,e

e

Summer Day Camp Jobs:
Do you love being outdoors and
working with children? YMCA
Camp Widjiwagon in Nashville
is looking for counselors, lifeguards, water ski, equestrian,
and ropes instructors Must be
18 years or older and available
from May 18 - August 11 For
more information contact the
Camp Director at 615360-CAMP.
Sylvan Learning Center has an
L\1MEDIATE opening for a parthme math teacher Must be able
to teach algebra. geometry, ACT
preparation and basic math
skills. Must be available afternoons and evemngs MondayThursdays Please call 781 1400
or stop by 1043 Pedigo Way #35
to pick up an application

$10/hr GUARANTEED

Work on campus FIT or PIT for
as little as 5-10 hrs/wk or as
many as 40 hrs/wk Be your own
boss Create your own schedule
L1m1ted positions
Call 1-800-808-7442 x 80
Publish your work for $1295!
Textbooks, novels, and more.
Call First Publish, lnc. at
888-707-7634 or visit
www.firstpublish com.
SUl\11\IER CAI\IP COUNSELORS,
mstructors for the #1 private coed youth camp in the beautiful
mountains of western North
Carolina...WILL TRAIN Over 30
act1V1ties, including All Land
Sports, Water Skimg,
Wakeboarding, Art, Heated
Pool, Tennis, Horseback, GoKarts, Drama, Golf. 6/12 to 8/14.
For brochure/application visit
our website at
www.Camppinewood.NET or
call 800-832-5539 anytime.

www.wkuh e ra(,J.co ~

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

PART-TIME WORK
with
LIFE TIME BENEFITS

* COLLEGE TUITION
ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE
* $ 8000 BONUS
* Officer Programs

WANTED

SUMMER INTERNSHIP
OPPORTUNITY
Get more lhan a lan lh1s summer'

DELIVERY

DRIVERS

• Earn up to S15 per hour with
tips and mileage
• TAKE CASH HOME DAILY!!!
• Flexible Hours: Part or
Full-Time; Great job for
Western students!
• Day and Evening Shifts
• Paid Training Program
• Meal Oiscounts
• Advancement Opportunities
including an excellent
Management Training Program
Applicants must be 18 or older,
have a dependable car with
insurance and have a satisfatory
driving record.
Inquire in person with your
local Domino's Pizza store
manager. (We d. thru Sunday
after 4:3D p.m.)

Army ROTC has all expense
paid summer internships.
Get paid to learn leadership skills, experience
adventure, and earn college
credits. You may also
qualify for a scholarship.
Call 745-6054 for details.

~LifeSkills, Inc.
Support Coordinator
We're seeking a flexib le and energetic individual for
a full-time position coordinating supports for individuals with developmental disabilities in a residential
program. Responsible for completing support plans,
assessments, evaluations and crisis inte rventions. On
call duti es required . Qualified applicants will have a
Bachelor's Degree in a Human Services field with one
year of experience working with persons with developmental disabilities. Candidates must also have a
valid driver's license and current insurance. Prefe r
candidate with computer experience and the ability
to work in a fast-paced environment.
For more information or to request an application packet, please call the Job Hotline at 270-846-8059. Submit a
resume or application to the fo llowing address and we
will contact you immediately:
Career Opportunities
LifeSkills, Inc.
P.O. Box 6499
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42102-6499

Fishing around for a·job?
:
.···················································
.:

\T he Advertising Staff!

\
i
j

invites you to its
Open House

April 19,
l
2 :30 - 4:30
l
\ in the Herald Office. \
majors_ welcome.

LAIL

Positions Available
Military Police, Intelligence, Aviation Mechanics,
Electronics, Special Forces, etc.

l -800-GO-GUARD
KY NATIONAL GUARD

\
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The Herald is now searching for its
Fall 2001 advertising staff
All Positions open: Ad Manager,
Production Manager, Classified
Manager. Ad Sales & Ad Production.
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Book aJob With theCollege Heights Herald!
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